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Abstract

Extra corporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) is a form of life support, which facilitates gas exchange outside the body via an oxygenator and a centrifugal pumping system. A paediatric cardiac ECMO programme was established in 2005 at Our Lady's Children's Hospital, Crumlin (OLCHC). As of 31st December 2011, 75 patients have received ECMO, the majority being post-operative cardiac patients. The outcome data compares favourably with international figures. ECMO has been most successful in the treatment of newborn infants with life-threatening pulmonary failure from conditions such as meconium aspiration, respiratory distress syndrome and respiratory infections. There is no formal paediatric respiratory ECMO programme at OLCHC, or anywhere else in Ireland. Currently, neonates requiring respiratory ECMO are transferred to centres in Sweden or the UK at an average cost of €133,000/infant, funded by the Health Service Executive E112 treatment abroad scheme. There is considerable morbidity associated with the transfer of critically ill infants as well as significant psycho-social impact on families. OLCHC is not funded to provide respiratory ECMO, although the equipment and expertise required are similar to cardiac ECMO and are currently in place. The average cost of an ECMO run at OLCHC is €65,000. There is now a strong argument for a fully funded single national cardiac and respiratory paediatric ECMO centre, similar to that for adult patients.

Introduction

Extra corporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) is a form of extra corporeal life support (ECLS) that provides respiratory support by facilitating gas exchange outside the body via an oxygenator, as well as cardiovascular support via a centrifugal pumping system. Technological advancements in the last decade have seen ECMO become more sophisticated and widespread. An adult ECLS programme was established in the Mater Misericordiae University Hospital in 2009, and provides ECMO for adults with both cardiac and respiratory disease. A cohort of patients was treated with ECMO there during the H1N1 influenza pandemics. Prior to this programme the majority of these patients would have either not survived or been transferred overseas for ECMO.

Our Lady's Childrens Hospital cardiac ECMO programme

A paediatric ECMO programme was established in Ireland in 2005, for post-operative cardiac patients in Our Lady's Children's Hospital. As of December 2011, 75 patients have received ECMO, the majority (63) was post-operative cardiac patients (mainly patients with complex congenital heart disease who could not be weaned from cardio-pulmonary bypass immediately post-operatively), five were cardiology patients and seven were respiratory patients. ECMO is provided in the eight bed cardiac intensive care unit; two nurses are required per patient on ECMO, meaning the overall unit capacity is reduced to seven beds when there is a patient on ECMO. There is no formal provision for paediatric patients requiring respiratory ECMO at OLCHC or anywhere else in Ireland.

Paediatric respiratory ECMO

Although ECMO was first developed for use in adults, it has been most successful in the treatment of newborn infants with life-threatening pulmonary failure. Robert Bartlett, a thoracic surgeon, first described its use in 1974 in a neonate with severe meconium aspiration syndrome in his paper Esperanza (named after the baby). ECMO is beneficial in conditions such as meconium aspiration syndrome, primary pulmonary hypertension, congenital diaphragmatic hernia, respiratory distress syndrome and respiratory sepsis. ECMO allows time for the lungs to recover, while maintaining adequate gas exchange. ECMO has shown it to be cost effective and reduce neurological morbidity and overall mortality. The Extracorporeal Life Support Organization (ELSO) maintains a registry of cases in which ECMO was performed. Over 200 centres from around the world have contributed data. Currently, there are over 46,000 cases in the registry including over 25,500 newborns, 11,000 children, and 4,500 adults with respiratory and cardiac failure. The ELSO registry reports overall survival rates of 75% in neonatal respiratory failure.

The current situation in Ireland is that children requiring ECMO for respiratory support are referred to centres in Sweden or the UK. These centres provide a retrieval service and generally patients are placed on ECMO by the retrieving team prior to air transfer. The cost is borne directly by the HSE E112 treatment abroad scheme, rather than by the referring hospital. A recent study by EL-Khuffash of 11 neonates requiring respiratory ECMO reports a total cost of €1,197,000 and a median total cost of €133,000 per infant transferred. The cost of air transfer is 25,000. The cost of ECMO provision at one centre (Karolinska, Sweden) is 9,000/day. In the event that a neonatal ECMO bed is not available abroad an economic and ethical dilemma ensues. An outlined ECMO for cardiac support is available at OLCHC; the lack of financial or resource provision for respiratory ECMO means it is not officially provided, although the equipment and expertise required to provide it are almost identical to that of cardiac ECMO. It seems unethical not to offer such support when it is clinically indicated, given that the equipment and skilled personnel are already available. Inevitably however, this will have an impact on the hospital budget, and presumably will affect the provision of other services within the hospital. The ethical concepts of beneficence and justice would appear to be in direct conflict. There are a number of issues pertaining to the provision of respiratory ECMO for children in Ireland, which are highlighted by two recent cases.

Case 1

A male infant with a congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH) and refractory hypoxia was referred to Sweden and the UK for ECMO; an iatrogenic lung contusion during chest drain insertion had compounded the hypoxia. No ECMO bed was available overseas but the consensus from these centres was that ECMO was clinically indicated, particularly given the reversibility of the lung contusion. In view of this, and in spite of the lack of a formal programme, ECMO was commenced at OLCHC. The infant was weaned from ECMO five days later and underwent surgical repair of his CDH.

Case 2

A female infant with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) secondary to adenovirus infection was referred to Sweden for ECMO. Severe refractory hypoxia necessitated urgent institution of ECMO and stabilisation in OLCHC by the local cardiac surgeons. She was then transferred to Karolinska, Sweden by their retrieval team for ongoing ECMO support. In case 1, the lack of an ECMO bed overseas meant that unless ECMO was provided at OLCHC, the infant would almost certainly die. In view of this, and following consultation with hospital management, ECMO was commenced. During the five days of ECMO support the cardiac ICU was reduced from a capacity of eight to seven beds. The cost of equipment and ongoing support, a support that could have been provided at OLCHC at a lower cost. There is significant morbidity associated with the transfer of critically ill neonates. For example, a UK study on neonatal transfer found that of 2402 transfers over a seven year period, 562 were associated with at least one critical incident and that eight of these were potentially catastrophic incidents. The psychological, social and economic burden that overseas transfer...
places on parents, at an already stressful time, must also be considered.

Time for a single paediatric cardiac and respiratory ECMO centre?

This discussion is not intended to debate the merits or otherwise of paediatric respiratory ECMO; that is a separate issue. It is intended to highlight the current inequity whereby high quality ECMO is available to cardiac patients (although the programme is only partially HSE funded), yet children with respiratory disease, in whom clinicians believe ECMO is indicated, are referred overseas. There is now a strong argument for a fully funded single national cardiac and respiratory paediatric ECMO programme, similar to that provided for adult patients. There is a proven track record of cardiac ECMO at OLCHC although overall numbers are small the outcome results are good, with a 65% survival to discharge rate in neonatal cardiac surgery ECMO patients (compared with a 39% ELSO average for cardiac neonates). Indeed the OLCHC programme has been recognised internationally with the ELSO Clinical Excellence Award in 2010 (one of only four European centres to achieve this award). We estimate the average cost of an ECMO run at OLCHC to be €65,000, which compares favourably with the figures from EL-Khuffash et al of €133,000 abroad. The advantage of having both cardiac and respiratory ECMO provided at one site would mean maintenance of a critical patient load and the associated expert personnel and equipment.
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